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ABSTRACT: The general requirements for a system for automatically controlling the excitation of synchronous
motors of a compressor unit are given, taking into account its operating modes. The principles of regulating the
excitation of synchronous electric drives of the compressor installation, with the aim of increasing its efficiency and
reliability, are grounded. A method is proposed that makes it possible to simplify the system of automatic control of
excitation and increase the efficiency of stabilization of the set value of the power factor of the synchronous motor of
the compressor unit, this eliminates intermediate and additional transformations in the electromechanical control
system. A block diagram of a synchronous motor with automatic excitation control is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In large compressor stations, as a rule, synchronous motors (SM) are used as a drive motor for compressors [1-3]. The
widespread use of a synchronous motor is due to the fact that they allow the rational use of electrical energy from the
mains, have high static and dynamic stability. The main advantage of a synchronous motor over asynchronous motors
is that by changing the excitation current of the SM, it is possible to change the reactive power. Depending on the
excitation current, reactive power can be supplied to the network (during over excitation) and consumed from the
network (under over excitation) [4-12].
Excitation systems must satisfy the operation of synchronous machines in normal and emergency conditions. Moreover,
they must provide [13]:
- the necessary power of the excitation sources;
- the required range of changes in excitation as a function of the parameters of the synchronous machine mode and the
range of action of the automatic controller;
- the appropriate limit value of the excitation;
- the certain slew rate of the rotor current of the synchronous motor.
Some of these parameters determine the design of the excitation systems and, therefore, their cost. When considering
the rational requirements for them, take into account the properties of automatic controllers and other controls.
Automatic control of excitation (ACE) is an effective means of increasing the static and dynamic stability of SM at
given loading modes, as well as maintaining normal voltage in the load node within the allowable thermal regime of the
engines.
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Synchronous motors have a high power factor equal to unity for low power installations, and operate, as a rule, with a
leading cosφ in high power installations. The efficiency of modern synchronous motors reaches a value of 0.96 - 0.98.
The detailed description of the technical and economic advantages of diabetes is given in the literature [14].
The rational mode of operation of synchronous electric drives of compressor stations is considered to be those modes of
operation that ensure the best operating modes of the supply network in terms of reducing energy losses and the best
use of the engines in terms of electromechanical properties and characteristics, cosφ and efficiency.
The required modes of SM and the mains supply can be carried out by ACE systems as a function of voltage, reactive
power, stator current, angle of phase shift of the current relative to voltage, angle of shift of the axes of the stator and
rotor of the angle θ, and a combination function of these values.
In some cases, it may be appropriate to control the SM excitation according to a more complex law, for example, twochannel control by voltage and current of the stator, by voltage and angle θ by the active component of the stator
current and power factor, and finally, by the principle of strong control, which regulates deviations of the mode
parameters and their derivatives.
In general, the following requirements are imposed on ACE-SM systems:
1. Saving stable operation when changing the parameters of the supply network (voltage, frequency, cosφ, reactance,
etc.);
2. Stability in ensuring a given mode;
3. The simplicity and reliability of measuring the parameters by which the engine ACE is carried out, as well as the
high sensitivity of the measuring elements;
4. High operational reliability of the regulator and the entire system of the ACE engine.
An analysis of various laws regulating the excitation of diabetes is given in the literature [15-19]. Gas pumping units
are mechanisms with long operating modes. The load on the drive shaft of the SM is calm. Therefore, when choosing a
rational law of regulation of excitation, one must proceed from the following recommendations.
With a uniform load and a stable voltage level, it is advisable to work with SM with a modified excitation current,
which ensures the optimal energy consumption and stability of the electric drive system. It is necessary to provide for
the formation of excitation in the event of an emergency voltage drop below the set value. With a uniform load and a
changing voltage level, it is advisable to regulate the excitation on the constancy of voltage on the tires.
II. METHODOLOGY
For SM of a wide range of capacities operating with a slowly varying load on the shaft, it is possible to apply the law of
regulation of excitation to a minimum of losses or to the constancy of the power factor of the engine or on the tires of
the power substation of the compressor station.
The economic efficiency of a synchronous motor depends on the choice of the excitation system, which includes the
excitation winding of the synchronous motor and the excitation device electro machine, static and brushless.
Electro machine excitatory devices are a direct current generator mechanically coupled to the shaft of the drive motor.
The excitation winding of the exciter is powered either by a self-excitation circuit or by an independent excitation
circuit. The main advantages of such exciters are the simplicity of the control circuit and the autonomy of the excitation
devices, which is manifested in the fact that the excitation current does not depend on the voltage of the supply network.
The disadvantage of electrical machine exciters is low operational reliability and lower efficiency.
Static excitation devices are the most common devices used to excite the synchronous motor and include the controlled
rectifier, an electronic control system and a transformer through which the device is connected to the electrical network.
Technical and economic indicators and the reliability of static excitatory devices are higher than that of electrical
machines. Their significant advantage is speed.
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In static excitatory devices, various rectification schemes are used - a three-phase bridge circuit, a star circuit with
neutral removed and a three-phase asymmetric rectification circuit. At low powers, it uses a star circuit with neutral
removed, at higher powers, it uses a three-phase bridge circuit. In a three-phase asymmetric rectification circuit, the
number of controlled gates is halved compared to the symmetric circuit, which greatly simplifies the control system of
the exciter device.
Brushless excitation devices with rotating rectifiers do not have a sliding contact in the excitation circuit, which gives
them a number of advantages. The disadvantages of this excitation system include the difficulties of monitoring and
measuring the current and voltage in the field winding, as well as the design difficulties that arise when it is necessary
to place a discharge resistor on the shaft to close the field winding when starting and damping the field of the field
winding. Currently, the compressor stations have not implemented a brushless exciter system.
Currently, with the development of semiconductor technology, semiconductor static thyristor exciters are widely used.
These exciters are designed to power the field winding and control the excitation current of the synchronous motor
during direct or reactor start-up from the network. The use of thyristor exciters represents the following advantages:
-increases the efficiency of the entire installation by reducing operating costs for maintenance and repair;
-reduces energy consumption
- practical lack of inertia;
- wide regulatory possibilities and low power required for this;
- high efficiency.
When working, the exciter provides:
- starting a synchronous motor with automatic supply of excitation as a function of stator current or slip;
- smooth adjustment of the excitation current from 0.3 to 1.4 nominal with the possibility of adjusting the regulation
limits;
- limitation of the excitation voltage to a minimum (within 0-0.5 of the nominal value);
- protection of the rotor from prolonged over current;
- forced voltage of 1.75 of the nominal value at the rated voltage of the network supplying the exciter. Excitation
forcing is triggered when the voltage of the stator network drops by 15 - 20% of the nominal value;
- forced damping of the rotor field when the engine is switched off, engine power is interrupted and there is an
additional signal to damp the field.
When operating in emergency control mode, the exciter provides a complete adjustment of the excitation current from
zero to the boost value with the possibility of adjusting the regulation limits.
Based on the foregoing, it can be noted that it is of practical interest to control the excitation of synchronous electric
drives of compressor stations to a minimum of losses or to the constancy of the SM power factor.
In accordance with the recommendations of the international meeting on excitation systems and devices for
automatically controlling the excitation of synchronous motors, it is advisable to regulate the excitation currents of
synchronous electric drives of compressor stations to a minimum of total energy losses in the SM and the power supply
system.
In [18], an analytical way was considered to determine the law of regulation of the excitation current of a synchronous
electric drive, which ensures a minimum of total energy losses in synchronous drive motors and the supply network,
taking into account changes in the supply voltage and load on the motor shaft.
The practical implementation of the obtained law of regulating the excitation current of SM presents certain difficulties
due to the complexity of measuring the load moment entering it. However, one can measure this moment indirectly.
So, this moment is quite accurately determined by the pressure, which depends on the levels of the suitable and outlet
channels of the compressor station, which are easily measured. On the other hand, we can assume that the moment on
the shaft is proportional to the current of the motor stator, i.e. instead of the relative moment, the relative stator current
can be set. In the latter case, a system for regulating the excitation current, which ensures a minimum of total losses,
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can be built using two feedbacks - according to the voltage of the stator through voltage transformers (VT) and current
(CT). The signals, which, through a solving device (SD), which implements the adopted control law, affect the input of
a thyristor converter (TC), consisting of a pulse-phase control system (PPCS) and a controlled rectifier (CR), which
feeds the excitation windings of the LEDs are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of ACE SM for minimum energy losses
III. RESULTS
Consider an ACE system that ensures the constancy of a given optimal value cosφ of a synchronous compressor
electric drive. Known methods and systems for antiretroviral therapy based on various management principles are quite
complex in terms of technical implementation and multi-element.
To increase the efficiency of cosφ stabilization and simplify the ACE scheme, an ACE electro machine system is
developed, developed in the laboratory of the Automated Electric Drive Institute of Energy and Automation of the
Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Uzbekistan, the functional diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2. Here are
indicated: VT – voltage transformer; CT – current transformer; PS – power source, ShCP – shaper of control pulses; U3
– set point voltage in the IGF; CR - controlled rectifier; Rp – regulatory resistance in the exciter circuit of the exciter; E
– exciter; EWE - excitation winding of the exciter; I0 – rectifier current; Iec - exciter current; if – excitation current of
the SM; EWSM - excitation winding of a synchronous motor.
Note that, in principle, any known rectification scheme can be used as a shock wave.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the CR is fed from the secondary winding of the VT. The output CT winding is connected
to the input of the ShCP, from the output of which we obtain control pulses shifted by the set voltage U 3 by a certain
angle relative to the output voltage of the VT transformer in order to set the set value of the cosφ SM. The CR output is
connected in parallel with the regulating resistance and counter-sequentially with the exciter armature and the EWE.
The exciter output is connected to the excitation winding of the SM.
This goal is achieved by the proposed ACE system by applying power to the excitation winding of the SM, determined
by the difference between the exciter power and the additional power received from the controlled rectifier, and the
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valves of the latter are controlled by pulses that are synchronized by the current signal of the phase winding of the SM
stator without intermediate transformations (filtering, rectification, gain comparisons, etc.).

Fig. 2 ACE scheme for the constancy of cosφ
In this ARV system, with an increase in the angle φ, a decrease in the additional regulated power occurs, which will
lead to an increase in the excitation power of the SM, since the latter is determined by the difference between the
exciter power and the additional power. An increase in the excitation power of SM will lead to a decrease in the angle φ.
With decreasing angle φ, the process is opposite.
For the practical implementation of the proposed ACE system, we use control rectifiers with the property of sensitivity
phase. With an increase in the angle of regulation (the angle φ is used as the angle of regulation), the output voltage,
and therefore the power of the angle at constant load, decreases, and with a decrease in the angle of regulation, the
opposite is true.
Consider the principle of operation of this ACE system. Assuming that the phase of the output voltage of the
transformer VT in time is fixed, we will shift the control pulses at the input of the ShCP with respect to this voltage
using the setpoint voltage U3, so that the power factor of the SM beat, for example, to unity.
Suppose the load on the shaft of the SM has increased. This will lead to a decrease in cosφ (cosφ becomes inductive)
and, consequently, to an increase in the angle of the stator current with respect to the voltage at the output of the V, i.e.
the control pulses will shift by an angle Δφ, the latter will lead to a decrease in the value of the rectified current, i.e. to
reduce the output power of a controlled rectifier, which is an additional adjustable power. This will lead to a decrease in
the voltage drop at the regulating resistance R p, which will lead to the imbalance of the voltage in the circuit: the exciter
armature - the control resistance - exciter winding.
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Since the voltage of the exciter armature depends only on the excitation current in the EWE winding (the speed of
rotation of the exciter armature is constant), this voltage remains constant at the initial moment. Due to the decrease in
the voltage drop across the regulating resistance, the voltage on the EWE winding increases, which will lead to a
gradual increase in the current of the EWE winding, and therefore, the main excitation power of the exciter? An
increase in this current leads to an increase in the electromotive force (EMF) of the armature and the voltage at the
terminals of the exciter, i.e. excitation winding voltage SM. The steady state in the system at a new load with an initial
set power factor will occur when equilibrium occurs in the self-excitation winding circuit, i.e. when the voltage of the
armature compensates for the voltage drop on the regulatory resistance and on the winding of the EWE. This is
achieved by the fact that the process of voltage increase is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the SM
excitation current and a decrease in the mismatch angle Δφ. Thus, stabilization of the set value of the SM power factor
occurs.
IV. CONCLUSION
1. Using the proposed method allows to simplify the ACE system and increase the stabilization efficiency of a given
value of the SM power factor, i.e. intermediate and additional transformations in the control system are excluded.
2. It is shown that systems for automatically controlling the excitation of a synchronous electric drive of a compressor
unit are rationally built according to the following principles:
- to maintain the constancy of the set value of the motor power factor to the constancy of the power factor on the buses
of the power substation. When the power substation does not need fictitious power, the most economical will be the
mode of operation of the engine with a power factor equal to one;
-to minimum of total electricity losses in a synchronous motor and power supply network.
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